
Noble bowls from cast design
Instructions No. 1740

The noble round bowls are manufactured with fine white casting compound. The surface has a fine-pored pretty ceramic look. With Napkin
technique or with noble Metallic paint an individual special design is created.

Casting design round shells
The planting bowl Florina with Ø 28 cm can be perfectly used with a 20 Acrylic ball cm bowl for watering
a large bowl. A slightly smaller round bowl is made from an Acrylic ball 18 cm and a Acrylic ball 16 cm
bowl. 

In the 18 cm high Acrylic ball 20 tablespoons of Raysin casting compound are filled and water is added
until a creamy mixture is formed. To obtain a bowl in the pastel shade as in this idea, 10 drops of the
colour concentrate are added to the creamy casting mass. Everything is mixed together. Then simply
press the smaller one Acrylic ball with 16 cm Ø into it and weigh it down a bit to create the hollow in the
bowl. 

For the large bowl, which is created with the planting bowl, 30 tablespoons of casting compound are
needed. 
Tip: the more you Colour Concentrate use, the stronger the colour of the dried watering design object
will be. 

After the mass has dried through, the mould can be removed from the bowl or ball. The edges are
rounded off with Sandpaper .

Finishing with colour and Napkin
As described above, the white casting shells are
given a pastel shade by using the colour
concentrate. 

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/planting-bowl-florina-mud-a136552/


The inner surfaces of the casting bowls can be
refined with gold paste. 

For the design with Napkin technique , for
example, the edges are primed with pastel paint.
The desired napkin motifs are cut out and the
lower unprinted layers of paper are removed. The
bowl is also Napkin varnish painted, the napkin
motifs are positioned and fixed with the napkin
brush and varnish.

Article number Article name Qty
596336 Acrylic ball, Ø 18 cm 1
440776 Acrylic ball, Ø 16 cm 1
440912 Acrylic ball, Ø 14 cm 1
440974 Acrylic ball, Ø 12 cm 1
440875 Acrylic ball, Ø 8 cm 1
596565 Acrylic ball, Ø 20 cm 1
756495-09 Viva Decor "Inka Gold", 62,5 gApricot 1
833059-02 Planting bowl Florina, mudØ 33 cm 1
726085 VBS Napkin varnish "Matt"100 ml 1
756556-05 VBS Colour Concentrate, 25 mlPetrol 1
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